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Abstract:
In 2014, UNLV University Libraries began the Southern Nevada Jewish Heritage Project - a strategic community documentation and engagement project. The project is a multi-year initiative to collect, preserve, and provide access to primary sources documenting the history of the Jewish community of Southern Nevada. The project's goals are to conduct oral histories that capture first hand testimony about Jewish life in Las Vegas; to seek personal and organizational archives about the community and ensure their preservation; to provide online access to selected historical resources that support research, teaching, and learning; and to engage the Jewish and Las Vegas communities in appreciation of this rich history.

This poster will explore the activities and workflows utilized to actively collect, preserve, and provide access to primary source materials including the collection of oral histories, archival collections, and digital surrogates. We will also describe the challenges with creating an online repository with newly acquired materials and legacy collections and creating a project-specific website that includes biographical web pages, an interactive timeline, 7+ theme/topic-specific web pages, and a blog, all of which provide contextual information about the community and link to digitized archival and oral history materials. We will articulate lessons learned and explore areas for future research for community documentation projects.
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